Introduction.
In [2] , the asymptotic behavior of solutions of wth-order homogeneous linear ordinary differential equations near a singular point at oo, was investigated.
The class of equations treated in that paper (as well as here) roughly consists of those linear equations whose coefficients are complex functions defined and analytic in unbounded sectorial regions (see §2(a) below), and have asymptotic expansions as x^>oo in terms of real (but not necessarily integral) powers of x and/or functions which are of smaller rate of growth (-<) than all powers of x as x-* oo. (We are using here the concept of asymptotic equivalence (~) as x^-oo, and the order relation "-<," introduced in [5, §13] .) However, it should be noted (see [5, §128(g) ]) that the class of equations treated here includes, as a special case, equations where no requirement is imposed except that each coefficient be analytic and have an asymptotic expansion (in the customary sense) of the form yic,x~x' with Xy real and Xy->+ oo as j-*«>.
(For a summary of the necessary definitions from [5] , and the needed results from [2] , see § §2, 3 below.) In [2], solutions were sought which were ~ to complex logarithmic monomials (i.e. functions of the form, Kx"°ilog x)al(Iog log x)"2 • • ■ (logQ x)a« for complex ay and K with K9^0). Associated with a linear equation in the class described above, is an algebraic equation of degree at most n (see [l, §17] behavior of the remaining n-p solutions in a fundamental set? In this paper we answer this question in the case p = n -1, by proving (see §4 below) that when p=n -1, there is a solution g*, such that {gi, ■ • • , gn_i, g*} is a fundamental set, and such that g* is either of smaller rate of growth as x-■> «j than all powers of x, or is of larger rate of growth as x-» °o than all powers of x. This result is proved using the classical technique of reduction of order as well as results in [3] and [6] concerning the asymptotic behavior of solutions of certain first-order linear equations.
2. Concepts from [5] . means that for any e > 0 there is a gi such that \f(x) | < e for all xEV(gi).
The statement/-<1 in F(a, b) means that in addition to /->0, all functions 6]f->0 where 9jf=x log x ■ ■ ■ logy_i xf. The statements fi^f2, /i~/2 and fi~f2 mean respectively, fi/f2-<l, fi-ft-<fz and /i~c/2 for some constant C9*0. An important property of the order relation -<, (proved in [5, §28] ) is that/-^l implies Ojf~<l for all j, so in particular, xf'-<l. (c) [5, §49] : A logarithmic domain of rank zero, (briefly an LD0) over F(a, ft), is a complex vector space E of functions (each analytic in some V(g)), which contains the constants, and such that any finite linear combination of elements of E, with coefficients which for some qgtO are functions of the form ex"0 (log x)n ■ ■ ■ {\ogqx)a" (for real ay), is either ~toa function of this latter form or is trivial (i.e. -<x" for all real a).
A result from [2]
. Let fi(y) be an rath-order linear differential polynomial with coefficients in an LD0 over F(a, b). If 9 is the operator dy = xy', Q(y) may be written S2(v) = X)y-o Bj(x)6'y, where the functions Bj belong to an LDo. We assume Bn is nontrivial.
By dividing through by the highest power of x which is ~ to a coefficient, Bj, we may assume there is an integer £^0 such that Bp^l, Bj^i.1 or =1 for each j, while for j>p, Bj^.x-S for some 5>0. It is proved The proof of this theorem will be based on a sequence of lemmas, and will be concluded in §12. 
G~H/ixW).)
Proof, (a) z0 = exp fW is a solution of z-iz'/W) =0. Assume /(r/>) <0 on Ji. In this case it is proved in [3, p. 271 ] , that any solution of z -iz'/W) =0 is -<1 in FiJi) so z0-<l. We now show that z0-<x<* for all real a. Assume the contrary. Then the set A oi all real a for which z0-<x", is nonempty (since it contains a = 0) and is bounded below. Letting (3 be the greatest lower bound of A, we clearly have z0 -<*«-for all e>0. Thus Zo'-^x^'-1 ( §2(6)). But za = z{ ,/W and W~cx~1+*. Thus Zo-<x3+e_( for all e>0. Taking e = t/2, we obtain 
